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Introduction

Following the passage of the Mississippi Charter
Schools Act of 2013 (HB 369) in April 2013,
Governor Bryant created the Mississippi Charter
Authorizer Board (MCSAB), a statewide charter school
authorizer with exclusive charter jurisdiction in the
state of Mississippi. The mission of the seven-member
MCSAB is to authorize high-quality charter schools,
particularly schools designed to expand opportunities for
underserved students. To that end, the MCSAB executed
a rigorous, high-quality process during the fall of 2014
to solicit and evaluate charter school proposals.

Focus on Quality
The Fall 2014 Request for Proposals and the resulting
evaluation process are rigorous and demanding. The
process is meant to ensure that approved charter school
operators possess the capacity to implement a school
model that is likely to dramatically increase student
outcomes. Successful applicants will demonstrate
high levels of expertise and capacity in the areas of
curriculum and instruction, school finance, educational
and operational leadership, and non-profit governance,
as well as high expectations for excellence in student
achievement and professional standards. An application
that merits a recommendation for approval will present
a clear, realistic picture of how the school expects to
operate; be detailed in how this school will raise student
achievement; and inspire confidence in the applicant’s
capacity to successfully implement the proposed
academic and operational plans.

Evaluation Process
For the Fall 2014 RFP cycle, MCSAB partnered with
the National Association of Charter School Authorizers
(NACSA) to manage the application process and to
provide independent, merit-based recommendations
regarding whether to approve or deny each proposal.
NACSA assembled an independent evaluation team
that included both national and local expertise related
to charter school start-up and operation. This report
from the evaluation team is a culmination of three
stages of review:
Proposal Evaluation
The evaluation team conducted individual and group
assessment of the merits of the proposal based on
the complete written submission. In the case of
experienced school operators, the MCSAB and NACSA
supplemented this written evaluation with due diligence
to verify claims made in the proposal related to past
performance.
Capacity Interview
After reviewing the application and discussing the
findings of their individual reviews, the evaluation team
conducted an in-person interview to assess the team’s
overall capacity to implement the proposal as written in
the application.
Consensus Judgment
Following the capacity interview, the evaluation team
came to consensus regarding whether to recommend the
proposal for approval or denial.
The duty of the evaluation team is to recommend
approval or denial of each application based on its
merits against MCSAB-approved evaluation criteria.
The authority and responsibility to decide whether
to approve or deny each application rests with the
members of MCSAB.
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Report Contents

Rating Characteristics

This evaluation report includes the following:

Evaluation teams assess each application against the
published evaluation criteria. In general, the following
definitions guide evaluator ratings:

Proposal Overview
Basic information about the proposed school as
presented in the application.
Recommendation
An overall judgment regarding whether the proposal
meets the criteria for approval.
Evaluation
Analysis of the proposal based on three primary areas
of plan development and the capacity of the applicant
team to execute the plan as presented:
Educational Program Design and Capacity:
curriculum and instructional design; pupil performance
standards; high school graduation requirements; school
calendar and schedule; school culture; supplemental
programming; special populations and at-risk students;
student recruitment and enrollment; student discipline;
parent and community involvement; and educational
program capacity.
Operations Plan and Capacity: organization charts;
legal status and governing documents; governing board;
advisory bodies; staff structure; staffing plans, hiring,
management and evaluation; professional development;
performance management; facilities; start-up and
ongoing operations; and operations capacity.
Financial Plan and Capacity: start-up and five year
budgets; cash flow projections; revenue and expenditure
assumptions; financial policies and controls; and
financial management capacity.
For applicants seeking waivers, conversion from
an existing school to a public charter school, or for
experienced operators or operators proposing to engage
an education service provider, an analysis of: Request
for Waivers (if applicable), Conversion Charter Schools
(if applicable), and Existing Operators (if applicable).
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Meets the Standard
The response reflects a thorough understanding of key
issues. It addresses the topic with specific and accurate
information that shows thorough preparation; presents
a clear, realistic picture of how the school expects to
operate; and inspires confidence in the applicant’s
capacity to carry out the plan effectively.
Partially Meets the Standard
The response meets the criteria in many respects, but
lacks detail and/or requires additional information in
one or more areas.
Does Not Meet the Standard
The response meets the criteria in some respects but
has substantial gaps in a number of areas.
Falls Far Below the Standard
The response is wholly undeveloped or significantly
incomplete; demonstrates lack of preparation; or
otherwise raises substantial concerns about the viability
of the plan or the applicant’s ability to carry it out.

Proposal Overview

Nonprofit Applicant Name
Inspire Charter Schools

Proposed School Name

Inspire Charter School
Mission
To develop students to become scholars with MASTERY of the FUNDAMENTALS necessary
to successfully complete their secondary education and become productive citizens in a
career of their individual choice.

Proposed Location

Columbus Municipal School District

Enrollment Projections
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Academic Year

Planned # Students

Maximum # Students

Grades Served

2015-2016

240

264

K, 1, 2, 3

2016-2017

300

330

K, 1, 2, 3, 4

2017-2018

360

396

K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2018-2019

360

396

K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2019-2020

360

396

K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

At capacity

360

396

K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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Executive Summary

Recommendation

Inspire Charter School

Deny

Summary Analysis
The Evaluation Team recommends denial of the application for Inspire Charter School. Overall, the
Applicant did not provide a compelling and comprehensive plan for delivering educational
excellence.
The Applicant did not fully articulate a clear vision for the instructional design of the school. The
application lists a number of curricular programs (i.e. Pitsco, Singapore math); however, the
Applicant did not provide solid rationale based on research or experience that these programs align
across content areas, nor describe how, when used collectively, they provide a comprehensive and
cohesive educational experience for students. Furthermore, the Applicant did not provide a
compelling description of how these programs will be utilized to infuse STEM and the arts
throughout the curriculum, both of which are proposed elements of the school design. The Applicant
lacks substantial experience and capacity in elementary education and did not articulate a plan or
demonstrate urgency for increasing capacity in this area.
Organizationally, the plan lacks rationale to support staffing choices, particularly at the
administrative level. There is a lack of clarity between the roles of executive director and school
leader, both in terms of function as well as ultimate accountability for the success of the school.
Furthermore, there is a potential conflict of interest in relation to the school facility, and the
governing board has not developed adequate plans to mitigate this conflict.
The Applicant is unable to fully articulate the rationale and assumptions behind significant expenses
within the budget. Additionally, the Applicant is unable to articulate financial contingency plans
should actual finances deviate from budgeted projections.

Summary of Section Ratings
Opening and maintaining a successful, high-performing charter school depends on having a complete, coherent plan
and identifying highly capable individuals to execute that plan. It is not an endeavor for which strengths in some areas
can compensate for material weaknesses in others. Therefore, in order to receive a recommendation for approval, the
application must Meet the Standard in all areas.
Educational Program Design and Capacity





Does Not Meet the Standard

N/A

Operations Plan and Capacity

Conversion Charter Schools (if applicable)



Partially Meets the Standard

N/A

Financial Plan and Capacity

Existing Operators (if applicable)



Partially Meets the Standard
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N/A





Educational Program Design and Capacity
Inspire Charter School

Rating



Does Not Meet the Standard

Plan Summary
The education program design of Inspire Charter School (ICS) is based on an instructional plan
that will challenge scholars to master the fundamentals of reading, writing, and math while
infusing the school’s curriculum with STEM and the arts. ICS will utilize Pitsco curricular
products that combine independent study with project-based lessons.
ICS plans to take advantage of the natural inclination of children to play and will use the theme
of play to create a scholar-centered learning environment which fully engages students in the
learning process.
Character education will be an integral part of the ICS education plan and school design. ICS
will use seven principles of the Inspire Way to build school culture, and will start each morning
with “daily doses of character education” through morning all-school sessions called Jump Start.

Analysis

The Educational Program Design and Capacity section of the application does not meet the
standard for approval because the Applicant did not fully articulate a clear vision for the
instructional design of the school. The application lists a number of curricular selections,
including Singapore, Journeys, LEGOs and Pitsco, as the curricula the school will employ for
math, reading, social studies, and science, respectfully. However, the Applicant did not provide
solid rationale, based on research or experience, that these programs align across content
areas, nor describe how, when used collectively, they provide a comprehensive and cohesive
educational experience for students. Furthermore, the Applicant did not provide a compelling
description of how these programs will be utilized to infuse both STEM and the arts throughout
the curriculum, both elements of the proposed educational design. During the capacity interview
the Applicant explained that the integration of STEM in the curriculum will happen primarily
through Pitsco’s “STEM in the Gym” program, but was not able to fully articulate how STEM will
be embedded into the school’s core curriculum.
The Applicant lacks substantial experience and capacity in elementary education. The proposed
school leader is currently only in his second year as the assistant principal of a K-8 public
school, and one proposed board member serves as a youth coordinator in the local public library
system. When asked during the capacity interview about plans for bolstering expertise in
elementary education among the governing board and founding staff, the Applicant did not
articulate a plan or demonstrate urgency for increasing capacity in this area.
The Applicant’s plan for serving special populations, including students with disabilities and
limited English proficiency, are under-developed and lack sufficient detail about how the school
will staff and implement programs to best serve such students. For example, during the capacity
interview, the Applicant was not able to fully articulate how the school would operationalize the
response to intervention (RTI) process in terms of staffing and procedures within the classroom,
even though RTI is the identified strategy in the written application for identifying and serving
students with disabilities.
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Operations Plan and Capacity
Inspire Charter School

Rating



Partially Meets the Standard

Plan Summary
The role of the ICS governing board is to facilitate the success of ICS through “envisioning,
energizing, and enabling stakeholders to collaborate.” The ISC charter school governing board
will consist of nine members, two of which will be parent representatives, and a non-voting
attorney. The application names seven proposed governing board members.
The applicant team also includes four individuals who are proposed founding members of the
school’s staff, including the executive director, school leader, assistant school leader – student
affairs, and the business manager. The school’s staffing model projects serving 240 students in
grades kindergarten through three in the first year of operation, and adding a grade each year
until the school reaches full capacity (in year three) with 360 students in grades kindergarten
through five. At capacity, ISC will have a student to teacher ratio of 12:1.
The Applicant has identified a facility which is owned by the church for which the proposed
executive director of the school is currently the pastor. If approved, the governing board will
lease the facility from the church.

Analysis
The Operations Plan and Capacity section of the application partially meets the standard for
approval. Some elements of the operational plan meet the criteria, including that the founding
team has deep ties to the community and demonstrates a strong commitment to improved
outcomes for Columbus’ students. The applicant team includes individuals who have a strong
commitment and ties to the Columbus community, and a range of experience and expertise that
is relevant to supporting the start-up and oversight of an independent public school, including
organizational management, real estate, finance, and community relations. However, the
application does not clearly delineate management roles and lines of authority, and has not
provided evidence of mitigating any perceived or real conflict of interest in relation to the
proposed school facility.
The Applicant is unable to articulate the rationale for the design of the school’s organizational
chart, particularly with regard to the roles and functions of key administrative positions.
Specifically, the organizational chart includes both an executive director and school leader, both
of which report to the governing board. As described, the executive director doesn’t have any
direct reports and it is unclear how responsibilities between the executive director and school
leader will be delineated in terms of ultimate responsibility and accountability for the
performance of the school, including educational outcomes and financial management and
oversight.
The facility that is identified as the proposed location of the school is currently owned by a
church for which the proposed executive director is the pastor. The Applicant acknowledged the
potential conflict of interest that this relationship could pose, and in the application, states that
the executive director will be required to step out of any board meeting in which the facility
lease is being discussed. During the interview, the Applicant suggested it could purchase the
facility to eliminate the conflict, but did not provide details about how the school could afford to
purchase the building. The evaluation team is not persuaded that either plan is sufficient to
remove any perceived or potential conflicts of interest.
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Financial Plan and Capacity
Inspire Charter School

Rating



Partially Meets the Standard

Plan Summary
The development of ICS’ annual budget will be a cooperative effort between the board, the
school leader, and the business manager. The annual budget will be submitted to parents and
the community, and approved prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. The business manager
and school leader will be responsible for ensuring that sound fiscal policies and procedures are
followed at the school level and are accessible and transparent to the board.
The application includes a start-up budget, a five-year operating budget, and cash flow for the
first year of operation. During the start-up phase, Inspire is projecting $250,000 in revenue,
derived solely from private sources, and $241,954 in expenses, primarily funding administrative
salaries and facility costs. In the first year of operation, the budget includes $250,000 in private
funding and projects $126,551 in net income. Over the course of the charter term, the Applicant
projects a positive fund balance annually, and a net income which grows to $278,309 by the
end of the fifth year of operation.

Analysis
The Financial Plan and Capacity section of the application partially meets the standard for
approval because the Applicant does demonstrate financial capacity, however, the Applicant did
not provide viable fundraising or expense assumptions, nor provide clear and reasonable
financial contingency plans.
The start-up and first year budgets include $250,000 from private fundraising-which includes
corporate and individual giving. The Applicant did not provide any evidence of such
commitments and therefore the evaluation team is not able to confirm that such fundraising
projections are realistic and attainable.
Furthermore, the Applicant is unable to articulate clear and reasonable contingency plans that
the school would put in place should actual expenses and/or revenues deviate from projections.
During the capacity interview, the Applicant was asked to describe contingency plans, to which
the Applicant initially responded that they would cut administrative positions (including the
executive director and school leader) back to part-time hours. Upon further inquiry from the
evaluation team, the Applicant then stated that they would also consider scaling back
technology expenses (which include one iPad for each student) and furniture expenses, which
are budgeted at $36,000 in year one, $45,000 in year two, and $54,000 in each of years three
through five. Given the uncertainty and variance in the response to this question, the evaluation
team finds the contingency plans to be underdeveloped.
Related, during the capacity interview, the Applicant was asked to explain the rationale behind
specific expense assumptions, including $243,000 in furniture expenses over the course of the
five year charter term, with $54,000 budgeted in each of years three through five, despite the
fact that the school would be at full enrollment in year three. The Applicant was not able to
provide sufficient rationale for this decision. This raised concerns for the evaluation team about
the viability of budget assumptions.
During the capacity interview, the Applicant did demonstrate capacity and requisite skills for
establishing clear fiscal policies and procedures that would establish the business operations of
the school. For example, the proposed business manager for the school is a certified public
accountant and several proposed board members have significant business experience.
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Request for Waivers (if applicable)
Inspire Charter School

Plan Summary

Analysis
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Rating

N/A



Conversion Charter Schools (if applicable)
Inspire Charter School

Plan Summary

Analysis
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Rating

N/A



Existing Operators (if applicable)

Rating

Inspire Charter School

N/A

Plan Summary

Analysis
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Evaluator
Biographies
Evaluator's Name

Evaluator's Name

Rebecca Cass

Raj Thakkar

Rebecca Cass is the Managing Director of
Programming for Excel Academy Charter
Schools, a network of middle schools in Boston,
MA. Prior to joining Excel, Rebecca worked with
the National Association of Charter School
Authorizers (NACSA) where she focused on
authorizer development and policy initiatives.
Rebecca Cass also served as the Director of
Research and Finance for the Massachusetts
Department of Education’s Charter Schools
Office.

Raj Thakkar is a social entrepreneur committed
to the fiscal solvency of charter schools. In
2006, he founded Charter School Business
Management (CSBM), which currently serves
over 100 charter schools and manages over
$500 million in public funds. Raj received his
Bachelors in Engineering Science from Hofstra
University and MBA in Finance from NYU’s Stern
School of Business.

Evaluator's Name
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Evaluator's Name

Dr. Tommye C. Henderson

Dr. Kimberly Dorsey

Tommye Henderson is assistant professor of
Educational Leadership at Mississippi College. In
addition to teaching, she coordinates the
doctoral program in Educational Leadership with
a concentration in Curriculum and Instruction.
She is the retired superintendent of Clinton
Public School District in Clinton, MS. She holds
a Ph.D. in Educational Administration.

Dr. Kimberly M. Dorsey is a native of Holmes
County Mississippi. She received her B.B.A. in
Banking & Finance from Mississippi State
University and her M.B.A. and Ph.D. in Business
from Jackson State University. She is currently
an Associate Professor of Management at
Mississippi University for Women.
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